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The new Tannoy Reveal range of near field monitoring speakers builds upon the success and recording industry reputation 
of the famous original Tannoy Reveal.  When launched in the mid nineties, the Reveal was widely recognised as the product 
that defined the category, and has been the monitor of choice for thousands of amateur and professional recording facilities 
worldwide.

The original Reveal model was well renowned for its rigid cabinet and substantial baffle. With the new Reveal models, the 
cabinets have been further braced and refined to provide the most rigid platform possible for the new driver designs. Securely 
attached to the solid baffle, with no less than 10 hex socket countersunk-head screws, an all-new bass driver performs with 
significantly reduced distortion. Magnetic circuit flux control rings and extensive Klippell™ based symmetry analysis has made 
this performance improvement possible and the new driver provides tight, punchy and controlled bass response with a clean 
and open mid range for superb vocal intelligibility. The open and detailed reproduction of mid-high frequencies is further 
enhanced with the inclusion of the Tannoy WideBand™ high frequency unit to improve and extend the high frequency phase 
response. This ensures increased tonal accuracy of individual instruments in the reproduction process - a mix critical factor 
allowing the best EQ and placement decisions to be made.

Significant advances in digital speaker measuring techniques such as Klippell™ symmetry and non linear distortion analysis, 
laser scanning interferometry, acoustic CAD simulation, and precision manufacturing processes have all resulted in a 
comprehensively improved range of Reveal monitors. The new models provide greater bandwidth, significantly lower levels 
of distortion, smoother responses, more accurate phase control, higher sensitivity levels and greater input source flexibility. 
An option of two cabinet and driver configurations is offered so that a precise choice can be made to satisfy the user 
requirements for all listening environments and applications.



Reveal	 6	 66
Frequency response (1)	 65Hz-51kHZ	 68Hz-51kHZ								
Recommended Amplifier Power	 50 to 100W @ 8Ω	 80 to 150W @ 8Ω
Power Handling Average RMS (2)	 50W	 80W
Power Handling Programme RMS	 100W	 150W
Normal Impedance	 6Ω	 6Ω
Sensitivity (3)	 90dB for 1W at 1m	 92dB for 1W at 1m
Distortion	 <0.6%	 <0.6%
Crossover Frequency	 2.9kHz	 2.7kHz
Dispersion (@-6dB)	 90 degrees	 90 degrees
Drive Units - LF/MID	 165mm (6”) multi fibre	 2 x 165mm (6”) multi fibre 	

paper pulp cone	 paper pulp cone
WideBandTM HF	 25mm (1”) titanium dome	 25mm (1”) titanium dome	

neodymium magnet system	 neodymium magnet system	
Shielded	 Yes	 Yes
Cabinet
Type
Construction

Finish

NOTES :	 (1) +/- 3 dB , measured at 1m in an anechoic chamber.	
(2) Peak SPL at mix position for 1 pair driven	
(3) Average over specified bandwidth for half space environment

CABINET DIMENSIONS
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Tannoy United Kingdom	 T: +44 (0) 1236 420199	 F: +44 (0) 1236 428230	 E: enquiries@tannoy.com

Tannoy North America	 T: (519) 745 1158   	 F: (519) 745 2364   	 E: inquiries@tannoyna.com

Features:
40mm thick contoured baffle
Driver lossy-coupled to cabinet
10 screw driver chassis fixing
Flux control rings on LF drivers
Eddy current damping via copper 	
pole caps.
Extended HF phase response 
Ferrofluid™ cooled HF units

Applications:
Home studios/composition 
Project studios, users of PC/MAC 	
DAW’s
Professional recording, broadcast, 	
post production studios & editing 	
suites
Off air monitoring
Educational facilities
Closefield/nearfield Monitoring
Surround Monitoring
Playback quality monitoring

A 4 layer voice coil has been specified 
to produce a better bottom end response 
by delivering a higher BL factor or 
'driving force' on the moving piston. 
Harmonic distortion is reduced by 
linearising the change in voice coil 
inductance at medium to large 
excursions.
This is done by eddy current damping 
induced by an aluminium ring placed 
close to the outside of the voice coil 
within the magnet structure and a 
copper cap placed over the pole 
piece on the inside of the voice coil. 

Optimised bass-reflex loaded
MDF cabinet and front baffle. 

Tongue and groove front and back
Grey cabinet

Maroon painted baffle
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